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A highly stable multi-
functional table providing easy 
setup and fl exible usage   

The Twin-Top Flip Table by Merkt offers numerous possibilities and can be 
adapted to a variety of situations. Setup and takedown can be realized effort-
lessly within seconds by one person. While doing so, both tabletops move 
synchronously. 

Especially high stability combined with great mobility: these characteristics 
ensure that the table can be used variably in many application areas, as for 
example in offices, at trade shows, in hotels and in the hobby sector. These 
comprehensive possibilities make the M1700 a true allrounder.

The Twin-Top Flip Table M1700
by Merkt offers sophisticated 
functionality: 

A Self-rotating leg support. 
The leg support moves outwards 
automatically and provides stability 
when lifting the tabletop. 

B Stable mechanism.
As soon as the desktops are moved 
to a horizontal position, the joints 
remain fixed. The two-hand control 
allows for a safe folding of the 
tabletops. 

C  Tilting mechanism. 
This mechanism ensures easy hand-
ling of the large desktops. It snaps in 
at both end positions and provides 
great stability.

The Twin-Top Flip Table M1700 combines many of the in-house innovations 
developed by Merkt to create a sophisticated table concept. Among these 
innovations are the tilting mechanism and the possibility to connect several 
tables by using optionally available table connectors. The M1700 offers 
advantages which could not be realized with large tables so far. Not only 
does the tilting mechanism facilitate setup and takedown, it also allows for 
space-saving storage of a large number of tables.
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Perfect for benching and tiny places. The Twin-Top 
Flip Table M1700 is designed for round and rectangular 
desktops, offering additional options for various combi-
nations when connecting tables, thus guaranteeing 
optimum, efficient use of space in tiny places. 

Optional connectors. These elements developed by 
Merkt allow for connecting tables without the use of 
tools.
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